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ABSTRACT
Digital elevation models (DEMs) have been increasingly applied in
topographic studies in areas such as physical geography and hydraulic
engineering. Several methods have been proposed to reconstruct
DEMs, including classic close-range stereo photogrammetry and the
more novel Structure fromMotion (SfM) methodology. Past published
studies tend to apply SfM to large-scale environmental processes,
whilst classic close-range stereophotogrammetry is focusing on
detailed small-scale applications. However, SfM requires multiple
ground control points (GCPs) to allow for proper DEM scaling. The
larger the study area, the more GCPs are required, resulting in
increased operational complexity and time-consuming application of
SfM. As the accuracy of the DEM depends on the equipment used to
measure GCPs, this can also result in a cost-expensive operation. In the
present study, we introduce a combined SfM and close-range stereo
photogrammetry application, with the close-range stereo photogram-
metry results serving as a control for providing scale, thus eliminating
the need for traditional GCPs. To validate our methodology, we stu-
died a 40 m long gravel bar. We used GoPro Hero 3 cameras for SfM
measurements and replaced GCPs by DEMs obtained through close-
range stereo photogrammetry with a Nikon D5100 camera pair in
stereo. In addition to using photo-mode frames, we also studied the
quality of DEMs obtained with GoPro Hero 3 video-mode frames, and
showhow theDEMquality is reduced due to the smaller image format,
hence coarser point cloud spacing, which eventually results in a con-
vex curvature when image overlap was increased. Our results show
that it is possible to collect high-quality topographic surface data by
only using cameras, and alleviate the need for GCPs. The proposed
workflow reduces the complexity, time, and resource demands asso-
ciated with deploying GCPs and necessary independent geo-referen-
cing, ensuring that digital photogrammetry will continue to gain
popularity for field surveying.
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1. Introduction

With new papers published regularly, the popular use of light-weight and inexpensive
yet effective remote-sensing techniques in Earth Science is evident (e.g. Carrivick et al.
2013; Fonstad et al. 2013; James and Robson 2012; Westoby et al. 2012). Common to a
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number of applications is the necessity to measure landforms, and their variability
through time and space, as this is critical for understanding surface processes. In river
hydraulics, using digital elevation models (DEMs) has become more attractive (i) to
reveal the flow history that shaped the surface (Ockelford and Haynes 2013), (ii) to
parameterise surface roughness for flow resistance modelling (Smart, Duncan, and Walsh
2002) and (iii) to quantify sedimentation patterns (Lane, Westaway, and Hicks 2003).
Additionally, gravel bars are important for the rivers’ ecology (Hauer et al. 2014) and play
an important role in channel evolution (Rice and Church 2010). Gravel bars are difficult
to study, in part because they are made up of difficult terrains in a dynamic environ-
ment, with a large size (10–1000 m2) and surface heterogeneity (Buffington and
Montgomery 1999). Traditionally, obtaining quantitative data was often limited to
manual sediment size measurements (Church, McLean, and Wolcott 1987; Hassan 2005).

Presently, continuous progress in remote sensing is transforming field surveying.
Several traditional limitations related to accessibility, terrain disruption, time, and costs
can be overcome nowadays, whilst at the same time improving both the spatial cover-
age and spatial and temporal resolution of measurements (e.g. Entwistle and Fuller
2009; Heritage and Milan 2009). Image-based methods (e.g. digital photogrammetry)
present advantages, such as quick data acquisition over a diverse range of distances.
This results in an accuracy that is similar to terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) and other Light
Detection and Ranging surveys (LiDARs), and the possibility to operate at higher
resolution (Bertin and Friedrich 2014; Morgan, Brogan, and Nelson 2017; Westoby
et al. 2015). There is also the potential for light, low bulk, and budget equipment to
form the photogrammetric toolkit, making the technique suitable for use in difficult
terrains (Bird, Hogan, and Schwab 2010; Rieke-Zapp, Rosenbauer, and Schlunegger
2009), as well as onboard light-weight unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (De Souza
et al. 2017; Marteau et al. 2017; Westoby et al. 2015).

Using digital photogrammetry in the field is becoming more prevalent, for various
applications, including fluvial landscape measurement at both grain- (Bertin and Friedrich
2016; Wang, Chung, and Lin 2015) and river-reach scale (Javernick, Brasington, and Caruso
2014; Woodget et al. 2015), characterisation of agricultural lands (De Souza et al. 2017;
Ouédraogo et al. 2014) and Antarctic moraines (Westoby et al. 2015), as well as time-lapse
monitoring of active lava flows (James and Robson 2014), braided river channels (Lane,
Westaway, and Hicks 2003) and beach morphometry (Brunier et al. 2016). Recent applica-
tions essentially use consumer-grade digital cameras for image acquisition, whereas image
processing is done using a variety of methods. In general, two broad approaches can be
distinguished for photogrammetric image processing: (1) stereo photogrammetry,
whereby stereo-matching of corresponding pixels between two images with significant
overlap allows reconstruction of a depth (also called disparity) map, which can be
transformed into a metric point cloud and subsequent DEM, by using scaling information
provided through calibration; and (2) Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry, which
makes use of numerous images to reconstruct camera motion and scene rendering
without the need for calibration, whilst scaling is commonly provided by ground control
points (GCPs) and independent measurements.

Below, we present the two approaches in more detail to highlight current limitations
and to motivate our research efforts of combining SfM and close-range stereo photo-
grammetry to perform measurements of a gravel bar using just cameras.
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1.1. Stereophotogrammetry

In order to accurately reconstruct distances and topography with stereophotogrammetry,
camera parameters, both internal (e.g. focal length and distortion coefficients) and external
(e.g. translation and rotation between exposure locations), are measured through calibra-
tion. ‘Self-calibration’ techniques have the advantage that they only require the acquisition
of imagery used for the DEM extraction. Numerous (minimum recommended of 15) GCPs
are evenly distributed throughout the x, y, and z volume of the study site and are recorded
with an independent device, generally a Global Positioning System (GPS) (Rumsby et al.
2008) or a total station (Bird, Hogan, and Schwab 2010; Chandler, Fryer, and Jack 2005).
Limitations relate to the duplicity of equipment brought on site, eventual terrain disruption
when disposing and geo-referencing GCPs, and the need to repeat the procedure for each
measurement location. Besides, GCP localisation errors, which can be large and depend on
the instrumentation used, propagate into the photogrammetric workflow and affect final
DEM accuracy (Carbonneau, Lane, and Bergeron 2003; Chandler et al. 2001). In comparison,
‘test-field’ calibration techniques require additional images of a specific target of known
dimension to be recorded. In this case, the stereo system, generally comprising two cameras
rigidly connected, is designed prior to calibration and both the baseline distance between
cameras and camera aperture are kept constant throughout the application. Bertin et al.
(2015) presented a complete workflow, whereby the acquisition of 30 images of a chequer-
board moved across the two-dimensional (2D) field of view (FoV) between overlapping
images, thus minimising the risk of systematic calibration errors. Bertin and Friedrich (2016)
used this method in the laboratory prior to measuring gravel bars in the field. Following
careful transport of the camera setup, calibration data were used successfully for sub-
millimetre accurate DEM collection at multiple locations. The application required pre-
supposition of the camera-to-object distance (mainly because of fixed camera focus and
aperture after calibration), which restrained measurements to small (<1 m2) gravel patches.
According to the authors, measuring a complete gravel bar in this way would require
merging numerous DEMs, individually collected and overlapping, which is both difficult
to implement and requires long data collection and processing time.

Furthermore, the accuracy of the final DEM relies on appropriate stereo-matching of
corresponding pixels, whilst image resolution and image quality ultimately control DEM
quality (Bertin et al. 2015). For this reason, stereo photogrammetry prefers high-quality
digital single-lens reflex cameras (DSLRs) with a large image format, whilst well-balanced
and contrasted images prevent random matching errors (Bertin et al. 2015; Mosbrucker
et al. 2017). However, variable lighting conditions observed in the field generally
challenge the recording of ‘good-quality’ images with a fixed aperture, requiring sub-
stantial image post-processing (Bertin and Friedrich 2016).

Finally, appropriate camera synchronization is critical. Small areas can be sur-
veyed with static camera stands (e.g. tripods), allowing manual camera synchroni-
zation (Bertin and Friedrich 2016). However, as the camera height increases, lighter
camera stands are required. For applications, such as comprehensive gravel bar
coverage, keeping the viewing geometry still, whilst acquiring stereo images, is
problematic. Thus, although accurate calibration data might be available, due to
unstable camera frames and inaccurate synchronisation, an accurate DEM recon-
struction might not be achieved.
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1.2. Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry

Novel Structure from Motion (SfM) and Multi-View Stereo (MVS) methods allow using
one camera and numerous images, collected from various viewpoints and distances, for
DEM reconstruction. This alleviates the needs for camera calibration and restrictive pre-
defined setup geometries. It also provides the opportunity for using lower cost and
lower resolution cameras.

SfM performs sparse point cloud reconstruction by matching features across images.
The majority of applications then apply MVS algorithms to increase point density (hence
the appellation SfM-MVS). However, MVS contribution is mainly to expand feature match-
ing according to the sparse features initially detected, and thus is not able to create a
similar dense point cloud as if stereo-matching corresponding pixels is used. Instead, it is
common to increase the image quantity to allow for more features to be matched. For
instance, James and Robson (2012) high-resolution (point spacing <1 mm) measurement
of a volcanic rock (length about 0.1 m) used 92 images for DEM reconstruction, which
took approximately 12 h of reconstruction. Despite seemingly complex multiple image
acquisition and processing, the automation and convenience afforded by software such as
Agisoft PhotoScan and VisualSfM generally balance disadvantages centred on time and
resource demands for multi-view feature matching. Besides, previous work has shown that
feature matching can perform well even in sub-optimal lighting conditions (Mosbrucker
et al. 2017), which provides advantages of using SfM in the field.

Using un-calibrated imagery, however, raises the issue of measurement scaling
needed for quantitative analysis. A scale is generally provided using pre-surveyed (i.e.
independently measured) GCPs (e.g. Woodget et al. 2015), however, the same GCPs
issues apply as discussed for stereophotogrammetry (see the previous section). In
practice, at least six uniformly distributed GCPs per image overlap are recommended,
although three GCPs are suitable in theory. Besides GCPs quantity, the size, shape, and
colour of GCPs, as well as geo-referencing accuracy, are all critical factors affecting DEM
quality (Stamatopoulos and Fraser 2014). For instance, at-a-point GPS positioning can
achieve 10 mm accuracy; however, the error count after bundle-adjustment using
multiple GCPs can ultimately reach ten-fold.

Albeit limited, examples of scaling without GCPs are found in the literature. Morgan,
Brogan, and Nelson (2017) used CloudCompare (Girardeau-Montaut 2011) and iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithms in combination to align and scale SfM with existing TLS
recordings in laboratory flumes. Perhaps cruder and limited to small scales, yet able to
achieve excellent results, James and Robson (2012) used a steel ruler (root-mean-square-
error (RMSE) of 110 μm, n = 6) and easily identified features. Finally, recent work by
Carbonneau and Dietrich (2017) illustrates how continuous technical improvements,
such as the advent of cameras embarked with Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS), may well ultimately eliminate the need for GCPs in future applications.

1.3. Paper overview

This paper builds on previous efforts to further the use of digital photogrammetry in the
field. We present two applications in tandem: (i) measuring an exposed gravel bar (about
200 m2) with SfM, using a GoPro Hero 3 camera and (ii) stereo photogrammetry using two
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Nikon D5100 cameras to obtain detailed DEMs of sections of the bar (1m2), called patches. A
combined SfM and close-range stereo photogrammetric workflow is proposed to use the
DEMs obtained with stereophotogrammetry as a control to properly scale SfM results. The
final products are accurate DEMs at both bar- and patch scale, for which geo-referencing to
a global coordinate system, although not necessary in our study, can be implemented in a
second step. The originality of our workflow is due to the fact that only digital cameras are
required to obtain accurate three-dimensional (3D) measurements in the field, no GCPs are
needed. Thus, by not using GCPs, we show that a high-quality DEM accuracy can be
obtained by reducing recording as well as processing time, as well as introducing a new
cost-effective field measurement technique. Our quantitative DEM evaluation shows that
the proposed workflow represents a viable alternative to current SfM approaches used in
Earth Sciences. We provide guidelines and considerations for future use and discuss our
study in relation to other applications.

2. Methods

2.1. Field site and data collection

The Whakatiwai River, a small gravel-bed stream in New Zealand’s North Island, was the
location for our field tests. Presented measurements focus on one exposed gravel bar,
located 300 m upstream from the stream mouth. This gravel bar was chosen due to easy
equipment access from the road, and because previous field investigations were under-
taken on this gravel bar (Bertin and Friedrich 2016; Groom, Bertin, and Friedrich 2018;
Stähly, Friedrich, and Detert 2017). The gravel bar was attached to a densely vegetated
bank. The surface of the bar was vegetated upstream with pampas grass, and there was
a change in elevation towards the water edge, with a slope vegetated by grass.
Complete data collection was performed during one sunny day, which was timed to
coincide with low flow condition, with most of the gravel bar exposed in this case.

For collecting data, a 30m tapemeasure was placed alongside the bar, and care was taken
to only walk along this transect in order to not destroy natural sedimentation patterns.
Fourteen gravel patches (Figure 1) were systematically chosen, either side of the transect on
non-disturbed areas, to cover a down-bar and lateral pattern. At each patch, stereo images
were collected using twoNikonD5100 cameras (16.4Mpixel, 23.6 × 15.6mm2 sensor size)with
Nikkor 20mm fixed-focus lenses in stereo (baseline distance of 0.3 m), from a vertical distance

Figure 1. Ortho-image of the bar obtained with GoPro Hero 3 (video mode) and the SfM workflow,
showing the location of the 14 gravel patches measured independently, using stereophotogram-
metry. Flow direction is from left to right. Circled patches fall outside SfM measurements performed
in photo mode.
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of approximately 0.75 m (μ = 0.744 m, σ = 0.008 m, n = 44, where μ and σ are mean camera
distance and standard deviation determined after DEM reconstruction, respectively, and n is
the total number of stereo pairs collected). The same setup was used previously by Bertin and
Friedrich (2016) formeasuring gravel patches in the field. Cameraswere rigidly connected by a
metallic rail installed horizontally above the exposed riverbed using two tripods. The rail was
long enough to prevent tripods from casting shadows or appearing in the image overlap
where 3D is reconstructed. Cameraswere connected to a laptop allowing remote control, such
as adjusting the shutter speed and synchronising image acquisition. The fixed focus was
established beforehand in the laboratory at a distance of 0.7 m, and the aperture was
maintained constant to f/20 throughout the application. For the majority of patches, multiple
(up to 5) stereo pairs were collected with sufficient overlap (aim was 30%, established in the
field using a steel ruler) to allow merging individual DEMs, therefore extending the patch
surface measured. With a camera distance of 0.75 m, minimum surface coverage was
0.60 × 0.60 m2 when using one stereo pair (see Figure 2 for representation), which extended
to a maximum measured size of 1.85 × 0.38 m2 after merging individual DEMs. The overlap
between the two images forminga stereopairwas 67% (not to confoundwith the 30%overlap
between successive DEMs allowing merging), whilst horizontal (i.e. pixel size) and vertical (i.e.
depth) measurement resolution was 0.19 mm and 0.47 mm, respectively. Exact values varied
slightly in relation to the small variations in camera-to-riverbed distances presented above.
Previous work using the same setup in the field found DEM accuracy to be 0.7mm (Bertin and
Friedrich 2016). DEM accuracy was computed as the mean unsigned error (MUE) between
measured and true elevations using a 3D-printed ground truth resembling a water-worked
gravel bed.

Obtaining photographs for the 14 patches took approximately one hour, after which a
single GoPro Hero 3 mounted on a pole was used to capture images of the bar from a
vertical distance of approximately 2 m (Figure 2). The small size and large field of view
(horizontal FoV = 61°) of the GoPro Hero 3 allowed convenient operation and complete bar-
width coverage from a single exposure location. Covering the length of the bar was
achieved by walking slowly and steadily in the down-bar direction, while maintaining
camera orientation to near vertical throughout. The bar was traversed alongside twice,
allowing using both photo and video modes for recording. Data acquisition was controlled
using the GoPro application for iPad. Photo mode provides a greater image quality
(4000 × 3000 pixels), while the video is recorded at 48 frames per second (fps) and
1920 × 1440 pixels. The two modes are characterised by the same FoV. Previous SfM
applications with GoPro used photo mode exclusively (e.g. Marteau et al. 2017), due to
the larger image format. The possibility to collect data ‘on the go’ with maximum fluidity
motivated testing the video mode in this study. Complete data collection took less than
15 min, including collecting a one-minute video. Examination of the data was carried out in
the office to remove redundant images and to extract video frames. A total of 32 photos and
317 video frames (out of originally 3263 frames, which corresponds to keeping approxi-
mately one in every ten frames) were retained for SfM processing.

2.2. SfM workflow for GoPro Hero 3 imagery

Processing the GoPro Hero 3 images was performed with the commercial software
Agisoft PhotoScan V.1.2.7. The latter contains a complete integrated workflow, from
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camera calibration to DEM reconstruction, through computations of the sparse point
cloud, dense point cloud, mesh, and texture.

Camera calibration is critical for fish-eyed lens cameras, such as GoPro Hero 3 (James
and Robson 2012; Marteau et al. 2017). Twenty-nine images of a chequerboard (1 m2,
2 kg, square size = 50 mm) were collected whilst in the field and were later processed
with Bouguet (2010)’s open-access calibration toolbox for Matlab, allowing both photos
and video-frames to be undistorted.

After un-distortion, photos and video-frames were processed separately in Agisoft,
following the same steps: (i) sparse point cloud computation, whereby feature extraction
and matching across images is performed with a scale-invariant feature transformation
(SIFT); (ii) dense point cloud computation using Agisoft’s MVS algorithm; (iii) mesh

Figure 2. Schematic presentation of GoPro Hero 3 and Nikon D5100 field image acquisition, showing
different fields of views (FoVs) resulting from varying camera distance and equipment.
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computation; (iv) texture computation providing the ortho-image (e.g. Figure 1); and finally
(v) scaled point cloud reconstruction and interpolation as a raster DEM. For the latter step,
the DEM of a gravel patch measured independently with stereophotogrammetry was used
as a reference for providing a scaled coordinate system (see next section).

Parameter setting is an important aspect when using Agisoft. We set the sparse point
cloud quality to ‘highest’ (out of the options ‘lowest’, ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’, and ‘highest’),
which allowed using the best image resolution possible during feature matching.
Subsequently, we set the dense point cloud quality to ‘ultra-high’ (out of the options
‘lowest’, ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’, and ‘ultra-high’) to achieve maximum point density
(Morgan, Brogan, and Nelson 2017). Resulting large computational efforts were afforded
by high-performance computing available at the University of Auckland, with access to a
virtual machine with a 12 core central processing unit (CPU) and 32 gigabyte (GB) memory.

2.3. Stereophotogrammetry workflow for Nikon D5100 imagery

Stereo images collected with the Nikon D5100 cameras were processed using a non-
proprietary stereo photogrammetry workflow developed by the authors, as it allows
high-resolution and high-accuracy measurements over gravel patches (Bertin and
Friedrich 2016; Groom, Bertin, and Friedrich 2018). This provided reliable ground truth
data, both for dimension-scaling and evaluating SfM measurements.

The photogrammetric technique employed herein to obtain DEMs from stereo photo-
graphs (i.e. two overlapping images) consists of (i) in-situ calibration, using the method
of Zhang (1998), included in Bouguet (2010)’s open-access calibration toolbox for
Matlab, which requires several stereo photographs of a planar chequerboard to deter-
mine both internal and external calibration parameters; (ii) using the calibration data to
rectify stereo photographs of the gravel to epipolar geometry, whereby corresponding
pixels between overlapping images are ideally on the same scan line (i.e. same vertical
pixel coordinate); (iii) scanline-based pixel-to-pixel dense stereo matching using
Gimel’farb (2002)’s symmetric dynamic programming stereo (SDPS) algorithm, providing
both scaled point clouds and ortho-images; and (iv) interpolation (using the triangle
interpolation method in Matlab) as raster DEMs with final grid spacing equal to 1 mm.

In practice, we collected calibration images both in the laboratory, the day before,
and in the field. Each time, 30 stereo photographs were recorded, with the chequer-
board thoroughly moved across the 2D FoV between overlapping images. Repeating the
calibration was motivated by our previous field applications (Bertin and Friedrich 2016)
that showed that careful transport of the stereo setup is critical to calibration stability
and thus DEM quality. We evaluated the rectification error (i.e. deviation from perfect
epipolar geometry) for both laboratory and field calibrations using five independent
calibration images collected in the field. Results showed sub-pixel accurate calibrations
(μ = 0.47 and σ = 0.18 compared to μ = 0.88 and σ = 0.40, for field and laboratory,
respectively). Consequently, the decision was made to use the field calibration for
analysis, motivated by the smaller rectification error.

DEM merging increased surface coverage at most patch locations. We used our own
seamless DEM merging algorithm coded in Matlab, whereby (30%) overlapping DEMs
were aligned through horizontal and vertical translations, and 3D solid rotations, before
merging (Bertin, Friedrich, and Delmas 2016). Overlapping elevations were averaged
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giving equal weight to both DEMs, and points considered as outliers (here points
outside the elevation range of μ ± 3σ) were replaced using bi-cubic spline interpolation.
Concurrently, ortho-images were processed to allow draping texture over the DEMs.
Textured DEMs allowed easy and precise feature identification, which was found impor-
tant for using stereophotogrammetry for providing scaled coordinates for SfM.

2.4. SfM dimension scaling using stereophotogrammetry

Dimension scaling and establishing a coordinate system in SfM represents the last step of
the computation. Traditionally (physical) GCPs distributed across the study site are mea-
sured independently, and resulting coordinates are attributed to GCP locations identified
in Agisoft (e.g. Brunier et al. 2016; Woodget et al. 2015). In this study, a DEM of a gravel
patch measured with stereophotogrammetry is used as a control for providing accurate
scaled coordinates for SfM. For that, a point-point correspondence between the two
datasets is established by manually selecting riverbed features (hereafter referred to as
‘control points (CPs)) easily identifiable with both stereo photogrammetry and SfM
(Figure 3). In Agisoft, the process of using CPs is equivalent to the classical use of GCPs,
making for an integrated workflow. Markers are created for each CP, and optimisation is

Figure 3. The process of establishing CPs for SfM dimension scaling. (a) un-textured stereo photo-
grammetry DEM; (b) selected CPs and the textured stereo photogrammetry DEM; and (c) markers
created at the location of the CPs in Agisoft. Dimensions are in millimetres.
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carried out by manually selecting the corresponding locations in all relevant images. We
note that because DEMs obtained with stereophotogrammetry were not referenced to a
common coordinate system (as this would require (physical) GCPs and independent geo-
referencing), establishing a point-point correspondence between stereo-photogramme-
try and SfM cannot be done simultaneously across multiple patches. Instead, one refer-
ence patch (e.g. patch 9) is used to provide a number of CPs.

2.5. SfM error evaluation and summary of the tests

For testing DEM quality (e.g. the accuracy) achieved with SfM, we used the DEMs obtained
with stereophotogrammetry as benchmarks. The method is as follows. A DEM of the
complete gravel bar obtained with SfM is cut into smaller DEMs encompassing the patches
measured with stereophotogrammetry. A Matlab program was developed for aligning the
SfM DEMs with the ‘truth DEMs’ obtained with stereophotogrammetry. For each patch, the
initiation is the selection of two corresponding points in the DEMs, allowing rapid horizontal
alignment by translation and 2D rotation. Optimisation is then performed automatically by
means of translation (using grid spacing as the increment) and 3D rotation until the
difference between DEMs is minimised. We used the mean unsigned error (MUE) between
DEMs as the discriminant for the best alignment. After alignment, SfM and stereo photo-
grammetry are compared point-by-point over a 1 mm grid, providing error statistics and a
DEM of difference (DoD). To ensure minimum effect from DEM (mis-)alignment on the error
statistics presented, all comparisons were repeated twice and error statistics were retained
at the condition of consistent results. The procedure was repeated for all patches measured
with stereophotogrammetry, allowing identification of SfM-error spatial distribution across
the gravel bar. Using a 1 mm grid meant SfM measurements were interpolated onto grids
with spacing smaller than initial point spacing in point clouds (see Table 1). Thus, part of the
errors determined by comparing SfM DEMs with benchmarks may be attributed to inter-
polation. However, there was a critical advantage to using 1 mm grid spacing, in that it
benefits the reliable comparison of SfM DEMs with benchmarks, compared to using larger
grid spacing, as alignment precision is commensurate with grid spacing (Bertin, Friedrich,
and Delmas 2016). We note that ‘over-interpolation’was used before by Hodge, Brasington,
and Richards (2009) for analysing laser-scanned DEMs of gravel-bed surfaces. In their study,
elevations were interpolated onto 1 mm grids despite the laser footprint being 4 mm and
no effect on the analysis was observed.

Using the evaluation method presented above, we tested the effect of CP quantity
and the effect of varying the reference patch on resulting SfM DEMs. We first used patch
9, located in the bar centre (Figure 1), as the reference stereo photogrammetry DEM, and
we compared results obtained using 3 and 10 CPs. The number of CPs tested was
selected both to equal and surpass the minimum recommended, whilst still ensuring

Table 1. Characteristics of SfM datasets, including image quantity, image format, surface coverage,
and sampling resolution (i.e. point spacing).

Image count (-) Image format (pixel) Sampling resolution (mm) Coverage (m2)

Photo mode 32 4000 × 3000 3.3 240
Video mode 317 1920 × 1440 2.9 214
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timely operation. We then used patch 3 (Figure 1), located at the bar edge, as the
reference patch for providing CPs. In this case, 3 CPs were used.

SfM reliability was also assessed by comparing complete (i.e. whole-bar) DEMs obtained
using (i) different modes of data collection (e.g. photo and video modes); (ii) varying
numbers of CPs (e.g. 3 and 10 CPs); and (iii) different reference patches (e.g. patch 3 and
patch 9). The same alignment procedure as presented above was used before point-by-
point comparison. However, using 1mmgrid spacingwas not possible due to the large DEM
size and resulting unmanageable computing demands. We used a grid with 20mm spacing,
as it provided a good balance between DEM resolution hence alignment precision, and
computing time. DEM grid resolutions of between 20 and 50 mm were used by others
before for studying riverbed morphology (Marteau et al. 2017; Woodget et al. 2015).

3. Results

3.1. Comparison between GoPro Hero 3 photo- and video mode

Figure 4 shows scaled ortho-images and DEMs of the gravel bar resulting from proces-
sing separately the GoPro Hero 3 photos and video-frames with SfM. Surface coverage is
10% larger in the case data were recorded in photo mode (Table 1, Figure 4). The
difference in coverage is essentially due to the DEM reconstructed using photos (here-
after called the photo-DEM) being larger in the direction transverse to the bar and
covering inundated areas which are not included in the video-DEM. Bar-length coverage
is, however, more important in the video-DEM, with a maximum length of 41.4 m
compared to 36.1 m for the photo-DEM (Figure 4).

DEMs (Figure 4(c,d)) were previously detrended to remove the combined effects of the
general riverbed slope and DEM referencing to a coordinate system based on patch 9
measured with stereophotogrammetry, by fitting a bi-linear surface using the least-squares
method (Bertin, Friedrich, and Delmas 2016). This enabled gravel-bar morphology, initially
concealed by larger scale elevation trends, to be revealed. Visually, our field observations of
an elevated bar platform gradually sloping down towards the bar tail, are evident in the
photo-DEM (Figure 4(c)). Larger surface coverage transverse to the bar for the photo-DEM
allows inundated areas to be represented as regions of low elevation. In this work, no
attempt was made to correct for the refraction of light rays at the air–water interface, which
normally prevents true submerged bed elevation determinationwith optical measurements
(Bertin et al. 2013; Woodget et al. 2015). This is because data collected are destined for
analysis of gravel-bar roughness and sedimentation patterns, therefore focusing on
exposed areas. Besides, water surrounding the bar was shallow (<0.2 m), and refraction
correction procedures were found unnecessary in this case (Woodget et al. 2015).

Visual observation of the video-DEM shows a contrasting bar morphology globally
(Figure 4(d)), whereby the bar platform is concealed by high elevations both upstream
and downstream of the bar. These high elevations, together with low elevations in the
bar centre, may indicate the presence of convex curvature in the video-DEM.

DEMs obtained with photo- and video-mode, respectively, are compared in Figure 5. For
producing the DEM of difference (DoD) presented in Figure 5(a), the photo-DEM was
subtracted (point-by-point on a 20 mm grid) from the video-DEM after mutual alignment.
Convex curvature of the video-DEM is evident in the DoD. If we consider the photo-DEM as a
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reference, any difference between the photo- and the video-DEM can be attributed to errors
in the video-DEM. This way wemeasured amean unsigned error (MUE) of 0.249m, standard
deviation of error SDE = 0.291 m and a maximum error in absolute of 1.028 m. For allowing
sole characterisation of errors resulting from convex curvature, a bi-quadratic trend was
fitted to the DoD by the least squares (Figure 5(b)). Using the trend surface, we found
MUE = 0.244 m and SDE = 0.286 m, which indicates that the curvature of the video-DEM is
the main reason for the difference between photo- and video-DEMs.

3.2. Effect of CP quantity

For this part of the analysis, SfM DEMs obtained using photo mode, patch 9 as the reference
patch, and varying numbers of CPs, are cropped to produce 11 DEMs corresponding to the
11 gravel patches measured independently with stereophotogrammetry. We note that 14

Figure 4. (a, b) Ortho-images and (c, d) DEMs reconstructed with SfM and GoPro Hero 3 imagery,
using (a, c) 32 photos; and (b, d) 317 video frames. Scaled coordinates were provided by patch 9,
measured with stereophotogrammetry, and 3 CPs. DEMs were detrended bi-linearly to remove the
effect of riverbed slope and non-parallel DEM referencing. DEM grid spacing is 20 mm, and colour
mapping is the same for the two DEMs, allowing comparison.
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gravel patches were measured with stereophotogrammetry, of which only 11 are contained
in SfM measurements carried out in photo mode (see Figure 1). Cropping to small areas
(1 m2, compared to initially 200 m2 for the complete gravel bar) allowed interpolation of
SfM-derived elevations onto fine grids, here we used 1 mm spacing. This way, small-scale
topography such as sediment grains and bed undulations (bedforms) present on the gravel
bar is revealed by the DEMs (Figure 6).

Figure 6 shows an example of comparison between SfM and stereophotogrammetry,
based on patch 11. Visually, both SfM and stereo photogrammetry DEMs are able to represent
the surface humps and hollows, as well as the largest gravels (Figure 6(a,b)). Further, the two
DEMs are contained in the same elevation range and none present obvious outliers. However,
the higher resolution afforded by stereophotogrammetry in this study (raw point spacing of
0.19 mm compared to 3.3 mmwith SfM) greatly improves surface representation (such as the
shape of sediment grains and fine details) and the overall DEM quality. Figure 6(c) shows the
DoD resulting from subtracting the stereo photogrammetry DEM from the SfM DEM. Colour
coding was adapted to enable easy identification of large errors (here absolute elevation
differences above 5mm). There are few (large) errors in the centre of the DoD. However, errors
become more frequent as we move towards the DEM boundaries. Particularly, it shows
alternating negative and positive errors on the right side of the DoD and the inverse sequence
on the left side. This indicates a scale difference between the two DEMs, whereby the SfM
DEM is stretched horizontally compared to stereophotogrammetry. Quantitatively, SfM DEM
errors are represented by MUE and SDE of 1.52 mm and 2.02 mm, respectively (see Table 2).
Inspection of the DoD (Figure 6(c)) shows no obvious curvature in the SfM DEM in that no
significant trend was identified. This echoes our previous assertion that the photo-DEM
collected with SfM is free of large non-linear distortions, and thus was adequate as a bench-
mark for evaluating the video-DEM curvature (Figure 5).

Figure 5. (a) DEM of difference (DoD) between SfM measurements obtained using photo- and video-
mode, respectively; and (b) curvature identified in DoD.
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Figure 6. SfM comparison with stereophotogrammetry, an example of patch 11, showing (a) the
DEM obtained with stereophotogrammetry (raw horizontal resolution of 0.19 mm); (b) the SfM DEM
using photo mode (raw horizontal resolution of 3.3 mm); and (c) DoD. All DEMs were interpolated
onto grids with 1 mm spacing before comparison. The SfM DEM used patch 9 as the reference patch
and 3 CPs.

Table 2. Comparison between SfM and stereophotogrammetry, for 3 and 10 CPs used for SfM-
dimension scaling (reference patch is patch 9). MUE and SDE are mean unsigned and standard
deviation of error, respectively, obtained after point-by-point comparison between mutually
aligned SfM and stereo photogrammetry DEMs. Grid spacing is 1 mm. Rotation corresponds to
the rotation angle applied to stereo- photogrammetry DEMs during alignment with SfM DEMs
(+ ve values are for clockwise rotations, – ve values for anti-clockwise). Angular resolution
during alignment is 1°. Distance is the rounded distance to the reference patch, measured
between the two patch centres.

MUE (mm) SDE (mm) Rotation (°)

3 CPs 10 CPs 3 CPs 10 CPs 3 CPs 10 CPs Distance (m)

Patch3 3.24 2.97 4.37 4.02 3 2 11
Patch4 3.24 3.21 4.75 4.60 3 2 9
Patch5 3.48 3.41 4.86 4.70 3 3 5
Patch7 2.79 3.16 3.87 4.34 −2 −2 4
Patch8 1.72 1.71 2.77 2.70 −3 −3 2
Patch9 2.09 2.21 2.76 2.83 0 0 0
Patch10 2.91 3.16 4.18 4.45 0 0 2
Patch11 1.93 2.02 2.64 2.77 0 0 5
Patch12 1.52 1.59 2.02 2.17 −7 −8 7
Patch13 2.45 2.68 3.55 3.80 −7 −6 7
Patch14 2.20 2.32 3.54 3.64 −4 −5 9
Mean 2.51 2.59 3.57 3.64
SD 0.67 0.65 0.93 0.88
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Similarly to the example of patch 11 presented in Figure 6, SfM was compared with
stereophotogrammetry for all 11 patches contained in the photo-DEM, and SfM errors
were quantified in the case DEMs were reconstructed using 3 and 10 CPs, respectively
(Table 2). The reference patch used for producing CPs in this part of the analysis is patch
9. Two important observations can be done in Table 2. First, DEM quality changes
minimally when CP quantity is increased from 3 to 10. DEM accuracy (here represented
by MUE and SDE after comparison with stereophotogrammetry) only improves for 4 out
of the 11 patches. For the other 7 patches, DEM accuracy is better in the case scaling
was provided using 3 CPs (Table 2). Overall (i.e. after averaging errors across all patches),
DEM accuracy is slightly (3%) better for 3 CPs (μ = 2.51 mm and σ = 0.67 mm, n = 11)
compared to using 10 CPs (μ = 2.59 mm and σ = 0.65 mm). Table 2 also presents the
rotation angle applied during DEM alignment. Mutual alignment between SfM and
stereo photogrammetry DEMs required varying rotation angles depending on the
patch location (Table 2, Figure 7). However, consistent angles were obtained regardless
of CP quantity, with a maximum difference of 1° (which corresponds to the angular
resolution during alignment). This is indicative of both a precise alignment strategy,
ensuring reliable error statistics after comparison with stereophotogrammetry, and
consistency between SfM DEMs obtained using 3 and 10 CPs, respectively. Not surpris-
ingly, there is no rotation necessary (i.e. angle = 0°) to align SfM and stereophotogram-
metry in the case of patch 9, as it is the reference patch.

Second observation in Table 2, DEM accuracy is dependent on the patch location, with
observed variations in MUE ranging from 1.52 mm (patch 12) to 3.48 mm (patch 3) in the
case of 3 CPs. Different reasons, investigated below, may be referred to for explaining this
variability in DEM accuracy across the gravel bar. There is the possibility that bar-scale
variability in morphology and bed structure (e.g. variations due to sediment size, bed
elevations, and vegetation across the bar) explains varying DEM accuracy, as surface
texture and roughness are known influences on matching performance and occlusions
(e.g. Bertin et al. 2015; Lane 2000). There is also the possibility that the location of the
reference patch influences SfM dimension scaling, with the eventuality that DEM accuracy
is optimum at or near the reference patch and degraded otherwise. The fact that DEM
accuracy variability across patches appears relatively consistent for measurements per-
formed both with 3 and 10 CPs (Table 2) tends to support the two possibilities invoked.

3.3. Effect of the location of the reference patch

Figure 7 shows the effect of varying the reference patch, used for providing scaled
coordinates for SfM measurements, on the distribution of DEM errors, obtained after
comparison with stereophotogrammetry. The gravel bar is split into three sections every
10 m, dividing it into bar head, bar centre, and bar tail, as used in previous studies (Rice
and Church 2010). Visually, using patch 3 or patch 9 resulted in different spatial
distributions of DEM errors. One can see that DEM errors are fewer at or near the
location of the reference patch, and are generally higher elsewhere. For instance,
Figure 7(a) shows that choosing patch 9 as the reference patch resulted in DEM errors
higher on the upstream side of the bar, whereas the case of patch 3 (Figure 7(b)) shows
few DEM errors at the bar head where patch 3 is located yet more errors at the bar
centre and bar tail.
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Table 3 confirms differences in the distribution of errors between SfM DEMs scaled with
patch 3 and patch 9, respectively. If using patch 3, which is located upstream of the bar,
SfM measurements show better agreement with reference measurements produced with
stereophotogrammetry for those comparisons at the bar head (MUE = 2.08 mm), whilst
errors increase in other parts of the gravel bar. If using patch 9, which is located at the bar
centre, measurement accuracy is worse at the bar head (MUE = 3.24 mm) and improves
for both the bar centre and the bar tail. If looking at the rotation angle during alignment
with stereophotogrammetry, one can see varying angles depending on the reference
patch used. Careful inspection of Table 3, which presents the rotation angle averaged for
each bar location (i.e. bar head, centre, and tail), shows, however, the same pattern in
rotation angle regardless of the reference patch. Using patch 3 meant there is no need for

Figure 7. Distribution of absolute DEM errors produced after comparison with 11 ‘truth DEMs’
collected independently with stereophotogrammetry, for (a) the SfM-DEM scaled using patch 9 as
the reference; and (b) the SfM-DEM scaled using patch 3 as the reference. For easy interpretation,
error maps are magnified × 1.2 and the patch used as a reference is framed. Dashed rectangles show
the three bar sub-sections (bar head, bar centre and bar tail) used for error distribution analysis.

Table 3. Error distribution across three bar sub-sections: bar head (patches 3 and 4), bar centre
(patches 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11) and bar tail (patches 12, 13 and 14), for SfM DEMs produced using
either patch 3 or patch 9 as the reference. Error statistics and rotation angles were averaged over all
patches contained in the sub-sections.
Location Reference for scaling MUE (mm) SDE (mm) Rotation (°)

Patch 3 2.08 2.94 0
Bar head

Patch 9 3.24 4.56 3
Patch 3 3.30 4.54 −3

Bar centre
Patch 9 2.60 3.69 0
Patch 3 2.92 4.34 −8

Bar tail
Patch 9 2.03 2.94 −5
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rotation correction at the bar head (rotation angle = 0), but patches at the bar centre and
bar tail needed rotation in an average of −3° and −8°, respectively. Similarly, using patch 9
meant there is no need for rotation correction at the bar centre, but 3° and −5° corrections
were needed at the bar head and bar tail, respectively. Altogether, this shows that the
overall bar structure measured with SfM is consistent regardless of the reference patch
used for providing a scaled reference coordinate system.

In Figure 8, we investigate possible reasons explaining different spatial error distribu-
tions resulting from using different reference patches. Using CloudCompare (Girardeau-
Montaut 2011), SfM DEMs produced using patch 3 and patch 9, respectively, were found
to differ by a horizontal scaling factor of 0.96. Before scale correction (Figure 8(a)), DEM
comparison shows the occurrence of large differences (here represented by errors above
10 mm) throughout the bar. Quantitatively, differences are characterised by
MUE = 11.2 mm, SDE = 18.4 mm and a maximum absolute difference of 504.4 mm.
After scale correction (Figure 8(b)), differences between DEMs are significantly reduced,
indicated by MUE = 5.5 mm, SDE = 10.0 mm and a maximum absolute difference of
355.3 mm. Visually, this is shown by a large portion (35%) of the gravel bar with
measurement errors (i.e. differences between DEMs) below 3 mm and nearly 90% of
the bar with errors below 10 mm. Furthermore, no particular trend was detected in the
DoD, which again, supports the absence of curvature in the photo-DEMs.

3.4. Error characterisation in application to a gravel bar

Figure 9 compares SfMDEM errors, resulting from comparisonswith stereophotogrammetry
at 11 patches (Table 2) with landmark characteristics, such as surface irregularity, repre-
sented by the standard deviation of bed elevation (σZ), and surface sediment size,

Figure 8. DEM of absolute difference (DoAD) between SfM DEMs obtained using patch 3 and patch
9 as reference patches, (a) before; and (b) after correcting for horizontal scale differences. Scale
correction was determined using CloudCompare (Girardeau-Montaut 2011), showing a factor equal
to 0.96 correctly accounts for differences in horizontal scaling between DEMs.
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represented by the median grain size (D50). σZ was determined for each patch measured
with stereophotogrammetry and detrended to remove bed slope influence. D50 was deter-
mined using a single Nikon D5100 photograph for each patch and Basegrain, a Matlab
toolbox for sediment size analysis (Detert and Weitbrecht 2012). For this analysis, SfM DEMs
were produced using photo mode, patch 9 as the reference and 3 CPs. The findings also
apply to SfM DEMs reconstructed differently, for instance using video mode, 10 CPs and
patch 3 used as the reference patch.

Figure 9 shows positive linear relations between surface irregularity, sediment size,
and measurement errors. SfM DEM accuracy is higher for smooth patches comprising
small sediment, whereas DEM errors increase (i.e. accuracy lessens) for irregular patches
comprising coarser sediment. Two patches (patch 3 and patch 14) are responsible for
most of the scatter observed in Figure 9, as exemplified by a two-fold increase in the
coefficient of determination R2 after removing the two eccentric points. Patch 14 is the
patch with the largest D50 we measured in this study. However, visual examination of
patch 14 reveals two large gravels onto an otherwise smooth surface made of smaller
sediment, which may explain a smaller measurement error than predicted for this patch.

4. Discussion

The workflow presented has allowed collection of spatially continuous topographic data
over a complete river bar (surface coverage 200 m2), exposed at the time of measure-
ment, using a combination of classic stereo photogrammetry and SfM processing
methods. We obtained accurate DEMs at both bar and patch scale, for which geo-
referencing to an independent coordinate system was not necessary.

For allowing the effective use of fish-eye lens action cameras such as GoPro Hero 3 for
SfM, and for obviating the need for physical GCPs disposed on the field site, we have
implemented two adaptations to the ordinary workflow embodied in Agisoft: (1) doing
camera calibration independently from Agisoft; and (2) using independent measure-
ments performed with stereophotogrammetry to provide scaled coordinates during
DEM reconstruction.

Figure 9. Relationships between SfM measurement error – represented by MUE and determined by
comparing SfM (photo mode, patch 9 and 3 CPs) with stereophotogrammetry – and standard
deviation of bed elevations (σZ) and surface sediment size (D50) at 11 patches. Dashed lines represent
the linear relationships minimising the sum of the squared distances between all data points (n = 11)
and the fitted lines, whilst continuous lines omit patches 3 and 14 from the relations (n = 9).
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4.1. SfM workflow for GoPro Hero 3

Using high-distortion images, such as those recorded with a GoPro Hero 3, full DEM
reconstruction using SfM is limited to a few recent studies, with previous work generally
mentioning lower DEM quality compared to what is achievable using higher-quality
DSLRs (Carbonneau and Dietrich 2017; Ingwer et al. 2015; Marteau et al. 2017; Smith,
Carrivick, and Quincey 2015). Two factors appear to directly contribute to DEM quality:
image distortion and image resolution.

In James and Robson (2012), it was suggested using DSLR cameras and fixed-focus
lenses for the sake of effective image distortion modelling during calibration. However, a
more recent study showed that distortion modelling with high-order polynomials can
help achieve high-quality DEMs with GoPro Hero 3 (e.g. 0.015 m RMSE after comparison
with surveyed points at a distance of 5 m (Marteau et al. 2017)). As a comparison, MUE
below 0.004 m (Table 2) was achieved across the bar from a vertical distance 2 m using
GoPro Hero 3 in this study. In spite of difficulties comparing results between the two
studies, partly due to differences in camera height, DEM grid spacing, and accuracy
evaluation methods used, both studies indicate the possibility of using GoPro Hero 3 for
accurate DEM collection with SfM.

In any case, special attention must be given to camera calibration, such as using high-
order distortion models and increasing the number of calibration images. SfM processing
of both original and undistorted images collected with a GoPro Hero 3 was compared in
Balletti et al. (2014). They showed that image un-distortion improved DEM accuracy two-
fold. Marteau et al. (2017) used the calibration method included in Agisoft (called ‘Agisoft
Lens’) for calibrating a GoPro Hero 3, whereas Zhang calibration was used herein. Both
methods used a planar chequerboard and included the k3 and k4 distortion coefficients to
account for tangential distortion, which is advised when using fish-eye lenses for SfM
(Marteau et al. 2017). In terms of image quantity, Marteau et al. (2017) used five calibration
images compared to 29 images in this study, which would tend to support advantages of
using Agisoft Lens. Performing calibration and image un-distortion outside Agisoft con-
tributes to the originality of our workflow. The decision was motivated by the works of
Harwin, Lucieer, and Osborn (2015) who compared Agisoft Lens with other calibration
methods and found that calibration performed with Agisoft provided the worse results
(five times less accurate than the other methods). Further work comparing available
calibration methods in application to fish-eye lens cameras such as GoPro is necessary,
and would ultimately help researchers decide calibration requirements for their study.

Previous research consistently preferred data acquisition with GoPro using photo
mode, due to the larger image format and resulting denser point cloud (Harwin,
Lucieer, and Osborn 2015; James et al. 2017; Marteau et al. 2017). In our study, point
cloud resolutions of 2.9 mm and 3.3 mm were achieved with video frames and photos,
respectively. The better resolution achieved with video mode was nevertheless balanced
by the significantly larger number of video frames processed (317 video frames compared
to 32 photos). Comparison of DEMs reconstructed using video frames and photos,
respectively, has indicated the presence of convex curvature in the video-DEM. We believe
the curvature of the video-DEM is the result of a very large image overlap (95%), together
with a near vertical camera orientation, which made for highly redundant information
processed with SfM and hindered convergence of the optimised camera parameters.
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The affordable price, the convenient operation (e.g. when combinedwith a pole or drone
and controlled with a mobile phone or iPad) and the large FoV, are all tangible reasons that
motivated us using GoPro Hero 3 in this study. While GoPro Hero 3 camera is perhaps not
the best argument in terms of data quality, the advantages mentioned above, together with
reasonable resolution (3 mm point spacing) and accuracy (4 mm MUE) achieved in this
study, clearly demonstrate the potential of using GoPro Hero 3 and SfM in the field.

4.2. Feasibility of camera only topographic remote sensing

Another originality of the workflow presented is the use of ‘control points’ extracted
from an independent DEM collected with stereophotogrammetry, providing scaled
coordinates and allowing quantitative analysis with SfM. We believe no other research
has implemented this method before. Traditional methods requiring (physical) GCPs to
be organised on the study site, geo-referenced using independent measurements (e.g.
total station or GPS), suffer from both time and resource demands, for example, three
hours to arrange GCPs and around $2,000 for the cost of a total station (Marteau et al.
2017). Improving time and cost efficiency, for example, by decreasing the quantity of
GCPs and/or using low-cost equipment (e.g. low precision GPS module), has generally
come at the cost of degraded DEM accuracy.

In contrast, CPs acquired with stereophotogrammetry were used in this study. The latter
provided horizontal and vertical resolutions of 0.19 mm and 0.47 mm, respectively, which
surpass other studies using total stations, with reported GCP referencing accuracy of 5 mm
and 10 mm, in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively (d’Oleire-Oltmanns et al.
2012), or 10mm vertical accuracy reported byMorgan, Brogan, and Nelson (2017) who used
TLS at a distance of approximately 10 m. The whole process of collecting DEMs over 14
gravel patches took approximately one hour. Besides providing benchmarks for scaling and
assessing SfM measurements, these data allow for detailed geomorphic analysis of sections
of the bar otherwise not possible at the scale covered with SfM.

Although previous work generally reported that DEM quality improves with GCP
quantity, this was not verified in our work. Global DEM accuracy over the gravel bar
was found to be characterised by MUE of 2.51 mm (σ = 0.67 mm) in the case of 3 CPs
(Table 2). Using 10 CPs provided slightly worse results, whereby MUE increased by 3%.
Although further work is necessary to confirm this finding, our results indicate that CP
quality (especially referencing accuracy) is more important than CP quantity.

This raises the question of whether the process of using CPs and establishing a point-
point correspondence between datasets used in the present study is preferable, com-
pared to using external methods such as CloudCompare (Girardeau-Montaut 2011),
which would allow using a complete stereo photogrammetry DEM to provide scaled
coordinates for SfM after mutual alignment. This method was used previously by
Morgan, Brogan, and Nelson (2017), whereby SfM DEMs collected in a laboratory
environment were scaled using TLS measurements. The method has the advantage of
obviating the need for manual selection of CPs, however, requires a more elaborate and
disconnected workflow. In contrast, the process of using CPs in this study was similar to
using GCPs and allowed simple processing in Agisoft.

Using CPs extracted from an independent DEM to scale SfM DEMs is, in essence,
comparable to using scale bars or ground truth 3D objects. They all allow to collect high-
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quality topographic surface data by only using cameras and alleviate the need for GCPs
and associated survey equipment. However, using a DEM as control is less intrusive, and
allows measurement of the whole terrain without obstructions due to scale bars or other
known objects. Furthermore, a DEM provides many more control points at different
distances and elevations, whilst having fewer size constraints than a 3D ground truth
object, and thus is more efficient and effective to use in the field.

The reference DEM providing the CPs was produced with stereophotogrammetry in
our work. Although other techniques, such as laser scanning, may be used, using
stereophotogrammetry has the advantage of reducing the cost, facilitating transport
and usage in difficult terrains, as well as improving sampling resolution important for CP
accuracy. Furthermore, we found texture information to be helpful for extracting precise
CPs (Figure 3), something which may not be possible if using TLS.

5. Conclusion

Recent developments in SfM have eased the difficulty with which topographic data can
be collected. However, the need to have physical GCPs deployed on the study site and
measured independently still hinders the full potential of SfM in application to remote
terrains. This work evaluates a combined approach of SfM and stereophotogrammetry
for studying gravel bars.

We present the application of SfM using Agisoft PhotoScan and GoPro Hero 3, in
tandem with stereo photogrammetry using two Nikon D5100s, to measure an exposed
gravel bar. We show how stereo photogrammetry provides accurate sub-millimetre
resolution DEMs, enabling detailed textural and structural riverbed characterization,
from which control points (CPs) were extracted to provide scaled coordinates necessary
for quantitative measurements using SfM. Our evaluation shows that over an area of 11
gravel patches, the differences between SfM and stereo photogrammetry are consis-
tently small, in the order of a few millimetres. However, the location of the reference
stereo photogrammetry DEM used for providing the CPs was found to have a larger
influence on SfM DEM quality. Notably, fewer errors were measured at or near the
reference patch. Away from the reference patch, errors generally increased, which is
indicative that the location of the reference patch influences SfM DEM accuracy globally.
Differences in the spatial distribution of SfM errors were found to arise from minor
(scaling factor of 0.96) scale differences between DEMs produced with varied reference
patches. Attempts to reconstruct DEMs using video frames recorded with GoPro Hero 3
provided the least quality results, which is attributed to the smaller image format, and
hence coarser point spacing in the obtained point cloud, which eventually results in a
convex curvature when image overlap was increased.

Our results show that it is possible to collect high-quality and properly scaled
topographic field data using only cameras. The proposed workflow reduces the com-
plexity generally encountered by using traditional GCPs, as well as reduces the time and
resource demands associated with deploying GCPs and necessary independent geo-
referencing. Given our study’s results, we expect digital photogrammetry to continue
gaining popularity for field surveying, as it encompasses a light-weight, low-cost and
versatile, and as we show, accurate technique.
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